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Review

[June

I went to Maracaibo, Venezuela, as director of the paleontological
laboratory and as expert for stratigraphic methods. In 1957 I established a
new department of "special Studies" in the capital of Venezuela, Caracas.
In January 1958 the revolution in Venezuela began, and no new o~l
concessions were given out as the nationalization of the oil industry was
initiated. I had to choose between doing research for Shell Oil in Houston,
Texas, a leading position in Holland, or retirement. In March 5, 1962 I
returned to Switzerland and began my retirement in May 1962.
Family: On January 21, 1938 I married Helene Gysin. Children: Agnes
Helene and Ruth Elisabeth, born in Balikpapan, Irene Barbara born in
Basel, and Wilhelm Friedrich, born in Maracaibo.
After retirement: I moved to Gelterkinden, was a member of the town
council from 1964-197 5, a Cantonal Councillor from 1965-197 5, a
member of the Freisinnige Demokratische Partei [comparable to today's
Republican party in the US]. I was a member of many committees and
associations; worked as geological expert for the geography manuals of
Gelterkinden, Ormalingen, Zeglingen, Sissach, Hemmiken, Kanerkinden
and Rothenfluh, other volumes are in preparation. Many professional papers
and scholarly publications.

The Handschin Foundation
Liquidation
The Basel assets of Heinrich Handschin were speedily liquidated. Jakob
Wirz renounced the right to buy the house at the Schtitzenmattstrasse, and
the Handschin household was liquidated at an auction and the property was
sold for the Foundation. Only the disbursing of the legacies of sfr.
25,000.00 to relatives who had not been mentioned in the will took until
1895 because these people also had to prove that they were indeed relatives.
Yet the liquidation of Handschin's assets - of sfr. 500,187.89 - in
Russia presented problems. Correspondence with officials in Moscow and
St. Petersburg was difficult because the documents had to be translated and
notarized. According to the will of the testator the Swiss Consul in Moscow
had to oversee the liquidation. Because of long delays in the handling of
these matters the Cantonal Executive ofBasel-Landschaft began to wonder
whether the consul was trustworthy and asked the Swiss representation to
check him out, but there was no ground for accusations. Yet a lower
registrar in the Federal Chancery in Bern had withheld Handschin
documents and notarization fees; this explained the delays. Because of this
the Canton Basel-Landschaft feared that Moscow would demand
inheritance taxes because the last will with the By-laws for the Foundation
could not be deposited at the Russian courts in time. While this did not
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happen, the Russian Appeals Court decided that inheritance taxes had to be
paid because the will did not determine the goals of the Foundation exactly
enough. The liquidation of the Russian assets was finally completed in
1896. It was also clarified and stated how much Handschin's previous
partner, Jakob Wirz, had to pay to the Canton of Basel-Landschaft every
year in order to take over Handschin' s share in the firm.

Organization of the Foundation
Now the assets of the Foundation were clear: at the end of 1894 it
amounted to 1,222,200.00. Already on November 24, 1894, the Cantonal
Executive passed a bill containing the first by-laws of the Foundation and
appointed the members of the first board. On January 8, 1895, the board
met for the first time.
A month later the first applications for scholarships had arrived coming
from:
a) Nebel Anton, medical student, Aesch;
b) Nebel Joseph, medical student, Aesch;
c) Schweizer Heinrich, student in veterinary medicine, Oberdorf;
d) Tschopp Hermann, junior high student, Waldenburg;
e) Jenni Otto, student in the humanities, Wenslingen;
f) Gutzwiller Otto, junior high student, Therwil;
g) Baumgartner Alice, painter, Liestal;
h) Thtirkauf Joseph, sculptor, Oberwil;
i) Schneider Benedikt, theology student, Pfeffingen.
The inspector of the Armenerziehungsverein also applied for the
following pupils for training in a trade:
a) Handschin Gottlieb, shoemaker, Ormalingen;
b) Weiss August, tailor, Frenkendorf;
c) Regenass Carl, barrel-maker, Niederdorf;
d) Madorin Gottlieb, tailor, Zunzgen;
e) Nebiker Hans, smith, Eptingen.
(Minutes of February 15, 1895)21
One application was withdrawn, all the others were approved.
From the beginning the Foundation supported young men and women
in a great variety of trades and studies. The goal consisted in providing
support for the entire time of a person's education so that there would be no
need to interrupt it for financial reasons. In a very short time the board
members worked out guidelines to determine who was entitled to support:

21

StABL, cf. fn.5. C. Handschin Foundation. Minutes of the Board 1895-1912.
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